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ABSTRACT: At present there has been massive amount of growth in the number of users who needs to access online 

databases. Many of them do not have detailed knowledge of query languages. But to query structured database user 

either must have knowledge of database schema or there must be a system which is capable of generating query forms 

dynamically according to user‟s desire. So this paper proposes DQF dynamic query form, a novel query form interface 

which can dynamically   generate query forms for users.  Implication of DQF is to capture user‟s preference and rank 

query form components. User can refine his query form until he gets satisfied with the query results. Also this paper 

proposes NLP, natural  language processing module for users who are comfortable with natural language query. 

KEYWORDS: Query Form, Query Form interface, Database schema, Natural Language Processing. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Search engines are most widely used to access data from unstructured databases but to retrieve data from relational 
databases structured query language is required. To execute suitable queries user needs to know database schema. 
Common public is successful using keyword search and follow the hyperlinks to navigate from one document to another 
document. But keyword search techniques alone cannot be used on data stored in relational databases since information 
needed to answer a keyword query is often split across the tables due to normalization.  

 To design a set of a static query forms which can satisfy various ad-hoc database queries is a difficult task because of 

thousands of structured web entities .If a user is unaware with database schemas then these hundreds or thousands of 

attributes might puzzle him /her[1]. Our mission in this paper is to explore techniques which assist users who are 

reluctant to use SQL in creating ad-hoc queries over relational databases.   

II. DATABASE INTERFACES 

There are many database interfaces for querying database. Two most widely used interfaces are Query By Example 

and Query Form. 

 
1. Query By Example (QBE) :  QBE is also used for querying relational data. It has graphical user interface. Using 

GUI users can create example tables. Thus user needs minimum information to get started. This language 
contains relatively very few concepts. QBE is usually suited for simple queries and it can be expressed in terms of 
less number of tables. QBE was developed by IBM. Some systems, such as Microsoft Access, offer partial 
support for form-based queries. QBE-like interface is offered in addition to SQL. QBE deals with simpler queries 
and SQL deals with complex queries.   

2. Query Form : Query forms offer freedom to users such that they may or not may be familiar with the database 

query language. Still they can make use of query forms. Each form is an interface for an incomplete SQL query 

in which some parameter values are not known until user provides them at the time of filling the forms [4]. For 

example consider a relation Employee having attributes , (Ecode ,Ename ,Dept ,Design ,Branch) 

SELECT     *  FROM   Employee WHERE  Ecode op value AND Ename  op value AND Dept op value AND  

Design op value AND Branch  op value  
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where op and value are parameters representing an operator and a constant respectively. Then Query executed 

will be shown as follows, 

SELECT     *  FROM    Employee WHERE   Dept = „Computer‟ 

In other words, a template with user-specified parameters corresponds to a SQL query. Predicates for which 

users have not specified parameters, such as those for Ename, Ecode,Design, and Branch in this example are 

excluded from query evaluation. 

III. FORM GENERATION 

M.Jayapandian and H.V.Jagdish in their “Automated creation of a forms based database query interface and in 

Automating the design and construction of query forms” stated that there are two approaches to generate the database 

query form without user participation. One is Data driven method and other is workload driven method. Data driven 

method first finds a set of data attributes which are most likely queried based on the database schema and data instances 

and then query forms are generated based on selected attributes .Workload driven method applies clustering algorithm 

on historical queries to find the representative queries and then query forms are generated based on representative 

queries[2][3]. Problem with these approaches are if database schema is large and complex user queries could be quite 

miscellaneous. In such a circumstances even if we generate lots of query forms in advance there are still user queries 

which cannot be satisfied by any one of query forms. Another challenge is how to let users to find an appropriate and 

desired query form. A solution that combines keyword search with query form generation is proposed in Combining 

keyword search and forms for ad hoc querying of databases by [4]. 

 

Form Generation Approaches are: 

 

a) Static Query Form (SQF) : 

This is also known as Traditional Query form. SQF can be used at many places where data is hidden behind 

forms. User  just need to fill mandatory fields of the query forms for example   reserving tours or purchasing 

of books can be done using SQF where structure of query forms is fixed. User cannot make any changes to 

forms while filling those forms. 

b) Customized Query Form (CQF) : 
Only professional developers who are familiar with their databases can make use of customized query forms. 
They are not for end users.  

c) Dynamic Query Form (DQF) :  

Form should be simple to understand and at the same time must provide broadest possible querying capability 

to user. Dynamic query form system allows end users to customize the existing query form at run time even 

though they may not be familiar with database schema. 

IV. FRAMEWORK OF DYNAMIC QUERY FORM SYSTEM 

 
    DQF is a user friendly query form interface, which is able to dynamically generate query forms. DQF captures 

user‟s preference and rank query form components, assisting him/her to make decisions.  At each iteration the system 
automatically generates ranking lists of form components and the user then adds the desired form components into the 
query form until gets satisfied results [1]. 

   Additionally if user is more comfortable using natural language English for querying relational database then he / 

she  can make use of NLP query.  If user is not satisfied with the query results he /she can rewrite the NLP query until 

satisfied with the results. 
     As shown in  Figure 1 users can either start with filling basic query form which contains primary attributes of the 

database or with writing NLP query. System will execute queries and display results. Basic query form is enriched 
iteratively via interactions between user and the system until user is satisfied with the query results. NLP users also can 
rewrite the query or keywords to get satisfied results. 
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Figure 1 System Architecture of Dynamic Query Form system 
 

 

A. Modules of DQF System : 

System has following modules along with functional requirements. 

1) Query Form Enhancement : 

a) DQF system  offers a ranked list of query form components  for the user. 

b) The user has to select the preferred form components to  enhance the current query form. 

2) Query Execution : 

a) The user has to fill out the current query form and submits the query form. 

b) System  executes the query and displays the results. 

3) Database Query Recommendation : 

a) Most frequently executed queries are of high interest. 

b) The query form components which can capure these high intersted queries are ranked higher. 

4) NLP (Natural Language Processing) : 

a)  User and Admin are two login accounts available. 

b) User can write or rewrite queries or keywords until gets satisfied  results. 

c) Queries which do not get satisfied results are handed to Admin for further processing. 

B. Query Form Interface : 

i) Query Forms: 
Each query form corresponds to an SQL query template. In the user interface of query form F ,AF is the set of columns  

in the result table. σF is the set of input components for users to fill. Query forms allow users to fill parameters to 

generate  different queries [1].  

ii) Query Results: 

Database Queries output large amount of data instances and user does not have time to go through all these 

data instances then to decide whether the query form is desired or not compressed table is used which 

show high level view of result table. Each instance represents cluster of actual data instances[1].   
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iii) Ranking Metric : 

Precision and Recall are the two traditional  measures used to estimate the quality of the query results. Since 

different inputs can be given to the same query form ,each time user may get different results. Hence expected 

precision which is expected proportion of query results  in which current user is interested and expected recall 

which is expected proportion of user interested data instances returned by current query form are used  to 

estimate expected performance of the query form. User interest is evaluated based on the user‟s click through 

on query results and historical queries. The form components which are responsible to capture user interested 

data instances are ranked higher than other components. 

Let F be a query form with selection condition σF and projection attribute set AF. Let D be the collection 

of instances in ◃▹(RF). N is the number of data instances in D. Let d be the instance in D with set of attributes 

A={ A1,A2,…..,An} where n= |A|. We use DAF to denote the projection of instance d on attribute set AF and we 

call it a projected instance, P(d) is the occurrence probability of d in D. P(σF|d) is the probability of d satisfies 

σF. P(σF|d) ∈{0,1}, P(σF|d) =1 if d is returned by F and P(σF|d) =0 otherwise. α is the fraction of instances 

desired by user.  Then expected precision and expected recall is as shown below respectively. 

 

  PrecisionE(F) =   

 RecallE(F) =      
 

Query construction algorithm constructs dynamic query executed by user at run time. It uses a function 

which generates database query based on set of projection attributes with selection expression. To find the best 

selection component for next query form first data instances needs to be retrieved by querying the database. 

Also this algorithm does not send each query condition to the database engine to select data instances since it 

will create unnecessarily heavy burden for database engine due to large number of query conditions. Hence it 

retrieves the set of data instances and checks every data instance with query condition by its own.For this 

reason the algorithm needs to know the values of all selection attributes. Hence it adds all selection attributes 

into the projection of query. In this way union of all query conditions are executed. 

Another algorithm called FindBestLessEq condition is used to find best query condition. This algorithm 

first sorts values of specific attribute. Then it goes through every data instance and calculates corresponding 

Fscore. 

 FscoreE(Fi+1) =
 

 
 

Where FScoreE(Fi+1) is the  estimated  goodness  of the next  query  form Fi+1 and  β is the constant 

parameter to control the preference on expected precision and recall. Our aim is to maximize the goodness of 

next query form. So the form components are ranked in descending order of Fscore[1]. 

 

iv) Natural Language Processing : 

In the context of the presented application language can be considered as a communication channel 

which assists users who have no knowledge of structured language still wants to access relational database. 

Users can express their database queries in English language using NLP module.User can login through 

user role and may have access to thedatabase. Admin is another login present for administrator. Those 

queries which do not get satisfied results are stored to a log. Log is managed and controlled by admin by 

uploading new training set which contains solutions for unsolved queries. 

As Shown in Figure 2 preprocessing phase analyzes the input database query given by user. It 

involves segmentation of sentence, tokenization, stop word removal and stemming. Additionally spell 

checker can be used in case of any spelling mistakes in queries. It automatically provides replacements for 

misspelled words [6]. 
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Figure 2  Preprocessing phase 
 

Segmentation is the process of decomposing the given database query into its constituent sentences along 

with its word count. In English, sentence is segmented by identifying the boundary of sentence which ends 

with full stop (.).Applicable only when query is long more than one sentence. 

Tokenization is the process of splitting the sentences into words by identifying the spaces ,comma and special 

symbols between word. 

Stop words are common words that carry less important meaning than keywords. Such a common words with 

no semantics and which do not consists of relevant information to the task are eliminated. 

Stemming reduces diversity of a word to a canonical, morphological representation. Porter stemmer is one of 

the popular stemmer. It removes prefixes and suffixes to get affix free word [6]. 

 

C. System Implementation : 
Dynamic Query Forms are implemented as a web based system using Dot Net 4.0 , C#, jQuery. MSSQL Server is 

used as Database Engine. Sample database like Baseball is used which was created by Sean Lahman which provides 
baseball statistics freely available to general public [7].    

 
Table 1: Database Description 

Table 1 contains various relations along with their number of attributes and instances. It contains various relations 

like Master, Batting, Fielding, Pitching, Salaries and AwardsPlayers. These relations contains information of batting, 

fielding, pitching statistics as well as player‟s salaries and awards details.  
 

 
 

Figure. 3 Master Relation from BaseBall Dataset 
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Master relation from BaseBall Dataset is shown in Figure3 Master relation comprises of player`s data like their  

playerid, birthdate, birthcity, nick name, debut game, final game etc. All relations are connected to Master relation. 

 

 
 

Figure 4 screenshot of  Query result using NLP module 

As shown in Figure 4 user can get query result for their written database query using NLP module. User can also 

specify only keywords to access database.  Where lgid stands for league identification number. If user is not satisfied 

with the result, he can rewrite the query until gets satisfied with the result.  

 

A log is maintained in case of any unanswered queries as shown in Figure 5. Only Administrator can have access to log. 

By examining the log admin will form new queries so that next user can get results for these unsolved queries.  

 

 
 

Figure 5 Unsolved queries Log 
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                                      Figure 6  Training Set Upload 

 

Whenever administrator login his account, a log is handed over to him.  By forming queries, he will upload answers in 

a text document for unsolved queries and save this text document. By browsing as shown in Figure 6. new training set 

can be uploaded  so that user can get expected results for these unsolved queries. 

 

Figure 7 shows system prototype. User needs to fill the query form. User also can refine the query form until gets 

satisfied query results. In addition to that user can make use of recommendations which are present in previous queries 

Most frequently accessed queries are present on the top of previous queries. In this way DQF system assists users to 

communicate with relational database efficiently. 

 

 
 

Figure. 7  Screenshot of Web Based  Dynamic Query Form 

    

V. CONCLUSION  

In this paper we propose a dynamic query form system which provides user friendly approach to dynamically 

generate query forms according to user‟s desire at run time. Probabilistic model is used to rank form components which 

recommends form components which are of user`s interest liked by other peoples in the past. A typical metric Fscore is 

used to estimate query result. Based on this system can rank and recommend potential query form components. Here 
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efficiency is important since users often expect quick response. Also user can write NLP query if more comfortable in 

using natural language. Practical results show that the dynamic approach is more powerful and leads to higher success 

rate than static approach. As a part of our planned future work we intend to extend this approach to non relational data. 
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